NSA’s Binney Honored for Integrity
Retired National Security Agency official William Binney, who challenged
decisions to ignore the Fourth Amendment in the government’s massive — and
wasteful — collection of electronic data, faced career and legal repercussions.
Because of his courage, he is being honored by former intelligence officials.
Sam Adams Associates for Integrity in Intelligence (SAAII) is pleased to
announce that it has selected retired NSA Technical Director William “Bill”
Binney to receive its 2015 award for integrity in intelligence. The public is
invited to attend the award presentation scheduled to begin at 7 p.m. on Jan.
22at the Berlin Moscow venue, Unter den Linden 52, 10117, Berlin, Germany.
After serving four years in the Army Security Agency during the Vietnam War,
Binney joined the National Security Agency (NSA) in 1970.

He worked there as a

Russia specialist in the operations side of intelligence, starting as an analyst
and ending as Technical Director of NSA’s World Geopolitical & Military Analysis
organization.
He was also co-founder of the NSA’s SIGINT Automation Research Center where he
worked with Ed Loomis, Kirk Wiebe, and others to solve the issues of velocity,
variety, and volume of information in the Information Age. Having expertise in
intelligence analysis, traffic analysis, systems analysis, knowledge management,
and mathematics, Binney has been described as one of the best analysts,
mathematicians and code breakers in the NSA’s history.
As a 36-year intelligence agency veteran, William Binney resigned from the NSA
in 2001 and became a whistleblower after discovering that elements of a datamonitoring program he had helped develop were being used to spy on
Americans. Binney explained that he “could not stay after the NSA began
purposefully violating the Constitution.”
In September 2002, he, along with colleagues,

Wiebe and Loomis, asked the U.S.

Defense Department Inspector General to investigate the NSA for allegedly
wasting “millions and millions of dollars” on Trailblazer, a system intended to
analyze data carried on communications networks such as the Internet. Binney had
been one of the inventors of an alternative, less intrusive and far less
expensive system, ThinThread, which was shelved when Trailblazer was chosen
instead. Trailblazer was declared a failure in 2005.
Later, Binney, Loomis and Wiebe, along with Diane Roark, a senior staffer with
the House Permanent Select Subcommittee on Intelligence staffer, complained to
Congress regarding the fact that NSA was illegally spying on U.S. citizens.

Binney became one of several people investigated as part of an inquiry into the
2005 (Pulitzer prize-winning) exposÃ© by New York Times reporters James Risen
and Eric Lichtblau) on the agency’s warrantless eavesdropping program.
Although Binney was told he was cleared of wrongdoing after three interviews
with FBI agents beginning in March 2007, a dozen agents with guns drawn appeared
at his house a few months later, one of whom entered his bathroom and pointed
his weapon at Binney, who was coming out of the shower.
In that raid, the FBI confiscated a desktop computer, disks, and personal and
business records. The following day, NSA revoked his security clearance, forcing
him to close a business he ran with Loomis and Wiebe.
Despite a serious health condition which has left him a double amputee, Bill
Binney is tireless, pledging to spend the remainder of his years speaking out
and working to reform the gross governmental illegality and stupidity of
intercepting trillions and trillions of communications “transactions”
of innocent persons’ phone calls, emails and other forms of data.
“I should apologize to the American people,” Binney told Jane Mayer of The New
Yorker. “It’s violated everyone’s rights. It can be used to eavesdrop on the
whole world.”
Thanks to NSA whistleblower Edward Snowden, documents detailing the top-secret
surveillance program were published that corroborate what Binney had long said.
Binney was subsequently called as a witness in U.S. lawsuits challenging the
legality of this massive surveillance and also testified to European bodies
including the German Bundestag’s NSA Inquiry Commission, deploring the fact that
“we have moved away from the collection of (relevant) data to the collection of
(non-relevant) data of the 7 billion people on our planet.”
Binney fears the data is being used to “map” or build real-time profiles of
innocent individuals. “So that now I can pull your entire life together from all
those domains and map it out and show your entire life over time,” Binney told
documentarian Laura Poitras in “The Program.” Binney added that the purpose of
the program is “to be able to monitor what people are doing” and with whom they
are doing it.
More background information regarding the “Sam Adams Award for Integrity in
Intelligence” that has been given annually since its inception over 12 years
ago as a way to honor the intelligence work of CIA analyst Sam Adams during the
Vietnam War is available at http://samadamsaward.ch/. The story of CIA analyst
Sam Adams is detailed at http://samadamsaward.ch/history-of-the-sam-adamsaward/.

It is hoped the award will serve to encourage more integrity in intelligence
work — as well as more courage on the part of those in position to blow the
whistle when that work violates the Constitution.

The Liberal Idiocy on Russia/Ukraine
Exclusive: American pundits are often more interested in scoring points against
their partisan rivals than in the pain that U.S. policies inflict on people in
faraway lands, as columnists Paul Krugman and Thomas L. Friedman are showing
regarding Russia and Ukraine, writes Robert Parry.
By Robert Parry
Among honest and knowledgeable people, there really isn’t much doubt about what
happened in Ukraine last winter. There was a U.S.-backed coup which ousted a
constitutionally elected president and replaced him with a regime more in line
with U.S. interests. Even some smart people who agree with the policy of going
on the offensive against Russia recognize this reality.
For instance, George Friedman, the founder of the global intelligence firm
Stratfor, was quoted in an interview with the Russian liberal business
publication Kommersant as saying what happened on Feb. 22 in Kiev the overthrow
of President Viktor Yanukovych “really was the most blatant coup in history.”
Brushing aside the righteous indignation and self-serving propaganda, Stratfor’s
Friedman recognized that both Russia and the United States were operating in
what they perceived to be their own interests. “The bottom line is that the
strategic interests of the United States are to prevent Russia from becoming a
hegemon,” he said. “And the strategic interests of Russia are not to allow the
U.S. close to its borders.”
Another relative voice of reason, at least on this topic, has been former
Secretary of State Henry Kissinger who in an interview with Der Spiegel
dismissed Official Washington’s conventional wisdom that Russian President
Vladimir Putin provoked the crisis and then annexed Crimea as part of some
diabolical scheme to reclaim territory lost when the Soviet Union collapsed in
1991.
“The annexation of Crimea was not a move toward global conquest,” the 91-yearold Kissinger said. “It was not Hitler moving into Czechoslovakia” as former
Secretary of State Hillary Clinton had suggested.

Kissinger noted that Putin had no intention of instigating a crisis in Ukraine:
“Putin spent tens of billions of dollars on the Winter Olympics in Sochi. The
theme of the Olympics was that Russia is a progressive state tied to the West
through its culture and, therefore, it presumably wants to be part of it. So it
doesn’t make any sense that a week after the close of the Olympics, Putin would
take Crimea and start a war over Ukraine.”
Instead Kissinger argued that the West with its strategy of pulling Ukraine into
the orbit of the European Union was responsible for the crisis by failing to
understand Russian sensitivity over Ukraine and making the grave mistake of
quickly pushing the confrontation beyond dialogue.
While the comments by Henry Kissinger and Stratfor’s Friedman reflect the
reality of what demonstrably happened in Ukraine, an entirely different
“reality” exists in Official Washington. (Note that both interviews were carried
in foreign, not U.S. publications.) In the United States, across the ideological
spectrum, the only permitted viewpoint is that a crazed Putin launched a war of
aggression against his neighbors and must be stopped.
Facts, such as the declaration in September 2013 from a leading neocon, National
Endowment for Democracy President Carl Gershman, that Ukraine was “the biggest
prize” and an important step toward ousting Putin in Russia, do not fit into
this story frame. [See Consortiumnews.com’s “A Shadow U.S. Foreign Policy.”]
Nor do the comments of neocon Assistant Secretary of State for European Affairs
Victoria Nuland, who was caught in a pre-coup phone call, handpicking Ukraine’s
future leaders and discussing how to “glue this thing.” Nor her public
statements about the United States investing $5 billion in Ukraine’s “European
aspirations.”
White Hats, Black Hats
Instead of dealing with what actually happened in Ukraine, U.S. pundits and
politicians from conservative to liberal have bought into a fantasy version of
events in which the coup-makers all wore white hats and the elected president
and his eastern Ukrainian supporters along with Putin all wore black hats.
But there are, as always, rhetorical differences across the U.S. partisan
liberal-conservative divide. On Ukraine, the American Right urges an escalation
of military tensions against Russia while chiding President Barack Obama for
weakness (when compared with Putin’s toughness) and liberals cheer on Obama’s
supposed success in driving the Russian economy into a painful recession while
accusing the Right of having a man-crush on Putin.
This liberal “theme” of jabbing the Right for its alleged love of Putin takes

the Right’s comments about his forcefulness out of context, simply to score a
political point. But the Right-loves-Putin charge has become all the rage with
the likes of Paul Krugman, Thomas L. Friedman and other liberals who are
bubbling with joy over the economic suffering being inflicted on the people of
Russia and presumably eastern Ukraine.
Krugman, who is quickly jettisoning his reputation for thoughtfulness, published
a second column on this topic in a row, showing that he has fully bought into
all the propaganda “themes” emanating from the U.S. State Department and the
compliant U.S. mainstream news media.
In Krugman’s mind, it was Putin who instigated the crisis with the goal of
plundering Ukraine. Operating from that false hypothesis, Krugman then spins off
this question: “why did Mr. Putin do something so stupid? The answer is obvious
if you think about Mr. Putin’s background. Remember, he’s an ex-K.G.B. man,
which is to say, he spent his formative years as a professional thug. Violence
and threats of violence, supplemented with bribery and corruption, are what he
knows.
“And for years he had no incentive to learn anything else: High oil prices made
Russia rich, and like everyone who presides over a bubble, he surely convinced
himself that he was responsible for his own success. At a guess, he didn’t
realize until a few days ago that he has no idea how to function in the 21st
century.”
But Krugman is not only operating from a false hypothesis the reality was that
the Ukraine crisis was forced on Putin, not that he went seeking it Krugman also
has a simplistic view of the KGB, which, like the American CIA, certainly had
its share of thugs but also had a significant number of smart analysts. Some of
those KGB analysts were in the forefront of recognizing the need for the Soviet
Union to reform its economy and to reach out to the West.
Putin was generally allied with the KGB faction which favored “convergence” with
the West, a Russian attitude that dates back to Peter the Great, seeking
Russia’s acceptance as part of Europe rather than being shunned by Europe as
part of Asia.
Putin himself pined for the day when Russia would be accepted as a part of the
First World with G-8 status and other big-power accoutrements. I’m told he took
great pride in his success helping President Obama in 2013 resolve crises with
Syria over the mysterious sarin-gas attack and with Iran over its nuclear
program.
As Kissinger noted, Putin’s hunger for Western acceptance was the reason

he obsessed so much over the Sochi Olympics and even neglected the festering
political crisis in neighboring Ukraine.
In other words, Paul Krugman doesn’t know what he’s talking about regarding
Ukraine. His stab at offering a geopolitical analysis suffers from what an
economist should recognize as “garbage in, garbage out.” [See also
Consortiumnews.com’s “Krugman Joins the Anti-Putin Pack.”]
A Spreading Idiocy
Still, this liberal mindlessness appears to be catching. On Sunday, the New York
Times’ star columnist Thomas L. Friedman weighed in with his own upside-down
analysis, smirking about the economic suffering now being felt by average
Russians because of the U.S.-led sanctions and the Saudi-spurred collapse of oil
prices.
Friedman wrote: “In March, the House Intelligence Committee chairman, Mike
Rogers, was asked on ‘Fox News Sunday’ how he thought President Obama was
handling relations with Russia versus how President Vladimir Putin had been
handling relations with the United States. Rogers responded: ‘Well, I think
Putin is playing chess, and I think we’re playing marbles. And I don’t think
it’s even close.’
“Hmmm. Marbles. That’s an interesting metaphor. Actually, it turns out that
Obama was the one playing chess and Putin was the one playing marbles, and it
wouldn’t be wrong to say today that Putin’s lost most of his, in both senses of
the word.”
Ha-ha-ha. Putin has lost his marbles! So clever! Perhaps it also wouldn’t be
wrong to say that Tom Friedman has lost any credibility that he ever had by
getting pretty much every international crisis wrong, most notably the U.S.
invasion of Iraq in 2003 when he was just as smarmy in paving the way for that
bloody catastrophe.
Washington Post liberal columnist E.J. Dionne Jr. also joined in the “group
think” on Monday, writing “even some of [Obama’s] older bets were paying off.
The Russian economy is reeling from sanctions imposed in response to its
invasion of Ukraine (and from low oil prices). An approach seen by its critics
as not tough enough is beginning to show its teeth.”
Beyond the propagandistic quality of these columns refusing to recognize the
complex reality of what actually happened in Ukraine, including the overwhelming
referendum by the voters of Crimea to secede from Ukraine and rejoin Russia
there is this disturbingly smug pleasure at how the U.S. actions are hurting the
people of Russia.

Whatever you think of Putin, a key reason why he has remained so popular is that
he brought some stability to the Russian economy after the “shock therapy” days
of plunder under Boris Yeltsin when many Russians were pushed to the brink of
starvation. Putin pushed back against some of the corrupt oligarchs who had
amassed vast power under Yeltsin (while also striking alliances with others).
But the cumulative effect of a more stable Russian economy was that a fragile
middle class was taking shape in a country that has notoriously failed to
generate one over the centuries. Because of the U.S.-backed coup in Ukraine,
which essentially forced Putin’s response and then led to Obama’s sanctions, the
Russian middle class is losing its modest savings as the ruble’s value
collapses.
In other words, the part of Russia’s population that could best propel Russia
toward a more democratic and progressive future is being dismantled, in part, by
punitive U.S. policies while liberals Krugman, Friedman and Dionne celebrate.
Insider Rivalries
What really seems to matter to these pundits is getting a shot in at their
conservative rivals, not the fate of average Russians. This attitude reminded me
of an earlier phase of these mindless liberal-conservative food fights

in 1990

when conservative Robert Novak looked for ways to resolve Iraq’s invasion of
Kuwait by accepting Saddam Hussein’s private offers to withdraw rather than
resorting to war.
Yet, when Novak appeared on CNN’s “Capital Gang,” Al Hunt, a centrist who played
the role of liberal pundit on the show, ridiculed the old “Prince of Darkness”
for his uncharacteristic peaceful bent. Hunt hung the nickname “Neville Novak”
around Novak’s neck, comparing him to British Prime Minister Neville Chamberlain
who sought to appease Adolf Hitler before World War II.
When I later asked Hunt why he had derided Novak for looking at more peaceful
solutions to an international crisis, Hunt defended the “Neville Novak” line by
noting all the times that Novak had baited opponents for their softness against
communism. “After years of battling Novak from the left, to have gotten to his
right, I enjoyed that,” Hunt said.
Yet, the human consequences from the failure to resolve the Kuwait crisis
peacefully have been almost incalculable. Beyond the hundreds of U.S. and
coalition deaths and the tens of thousands of Iraqi soldiers and civilians
killed, the Persian Gulf War set the stage for a decade of harsh economic
sanctions against Iraq and marked a turning point for Saudi Osama bin Laden to
begin targeting the United States.

Arguably, if Novak had been listened to if Hussein’s peace feelers had been
taken seriously history might have taken a very different and less violent
course. However, among Washington’s insiders, it seems that nothing is more
important than their sparring with each other, in television and in print.
Now, these liberal columnists are enjoying bashing conservatives over their
supposed love of Putin and their tolerance for Putin’s “invasion” of Ukraine.
Not only are the likes of Paul Krugman, Thomas L. Friedman and E.J. Dionne Jr.
spreading dangerous propaganda, they are setting the stage for a new Cold War
and possibly even a nuclear confrontation.
Investigative reporter Robert Parry broke many of the Iran-Contra stories for
The Associated Press and Newsweek in the 1980s. You can buy his latest book,
America’s Stolen Narrative, either in print here or as an e-book (from Amazon
and barnesandnoble.com). For a limited time, you also can order Robert Parry’s
trilogy on the Bush Family and its connections to various right-wing operatives
for only $34. The trilogy includes America’s Stolen Narrative. For details on
this offer, click here.

Reminder about Comment Rules
From Editor Robert Parry: At Consortiumnews, we welcome substantive comments
about our articles, but comments should avoid abusive language toward other
commenters or our writers, racial or religious slurs (including anti-Semitism
and Islamophobia), and allegations that are unsupported by facts.
If we notice violations of this comment policy, we will take down such comments.
If readers spot such violations, they can bring them to our attention
at consortnew@aol.com. Repeat offenders will be placed on a watch list requiring
case-by-case approval of their comments.
Obviously, our preference is for commenters to show self-restraint and to make
their observations in a respectful and thoughtful way. We have plenty of work to
do without having to police the comment section.
Also, because of annoying SPAM, we have installed a SPAM filter that uses
algorithms to detect SPAM. The filter does a good job at this, but sometimes
catches legitimate comments by accident. During the day, we try to recover these
comments, but please do not be upset if one of your comments suffers this fate.
Robert Parry is a longtime investigative reporter who broke many of the IranContra stories for the Associated Press and Newsweek in the 1980s. He founded

Consortiumnews.com in 1995 to create an outlet for well-reported journalism that
was being squeezed out of an increasingly trivialized U.S. news media.

What Consortiumnews Tries to Do
From Editor Robert Parry: Since we started nearly two decades ago, the goal of
Consortiumnews has been to give the people as unvarnished an account of
important events as possible because we feel that honest journalism is essential
to democracy, presenting you the facts so you have the power to make
informed judgments.
Our approach has angered some powerful people at times because they would prefer
to use information or misinformation to manipulate you to get you to support
some aggressive action against some adversary somewhere in the world. This
is sometimes called “information warfare,” but it amounts to them controlling
you rather than you controlling them.
It always encourages me when readers “get” what we’ve tried to do. For instance,
Peter Janney, author of Mary’s Mosaic, wrote recently, saying “I wanted to thank
you for the great service you have done for America and the entire world via
ConsortiumNews. The writing by all journalists on this site is outstanding, and
deserves special recognition.
“This is an exemplary news site, and many of my friends, whom I have introduced
to the site, still continue to thank me for pointing it out to them.”
We also make extremely good use of the donations that readers send to support
our work. We run a very tight ship with a total annual budget just barely into
six-figures. Our year-end fundraiser is especially important because it affects
our planning for the New Year.
So, if you agree with Peter and have the means to do so, please help us sustain
this project for empowering people with well-reported and reliable information:
You can make a donation to our tax-exempt non-profit. You can use a credit card
online (we accept Visa, Mastercard or Discover) or you can mail a check to
Consortium for Independent Journalism (CIJ); 2200 Wilson Blvd., Suite 102-231;
Arlington VA 22201. For readers wanting to use PayPal, you can address
contributions to our account, which is named after our e-mail address:
“consortnew @ aol.com”. (Since we are a 501-c-3 non-profit, donations by
American taxpayers may be tax-deductible.)

For donations of $100 or more, we are offering special thank-you gifts. If you
want one of the gifts, just send us an e-mail at consortnew@aol.com including
your mailing address and saying whether you would like either:
A CD of the historic joint appearance of the late Gary Webb and me, speaking in
December 1996 about the Contra-cocaine scandal at the Midnight Special bookstore
in Santa Monica, California. Plus, an autographed copy of my book, Lost History:
Contras, Cocaine, the Press and Project Truth, which describes how the CIA’s
inspector general finally acknowledged that the CIA did know about the Contracocaine smuggling and helped cover it up. (This information is featured in the
new movie, “Kill the Messenger.”)
Or a DVD of the 1991 Frontline documentary, “Election Held Hostage,” which
examines whether Ronald Reagan’s campaign exploited the 1980 Iran hostage crisis
to win the presidency. Plus, a signed copy of my newest book, America’s Stolen
Narrative, which provides the latest documentary evidence on that Republican
skullduggery.
Another way to help Consortiumnews survive is to buy my three-book trilogy on
the Bush dynasty Secrecy & Privilege, Neck Deep and America’s Stolen Narrative
for the discount price of only $34, less than half the cover price. Just go to
Consortiumnews.com’s “Donate” button and make a $34 “donation” using Visa,
Mastercard or Discover. We will read a “donation” of that amount as an order for
the trilogy. If your mailing address is the same as your credit card billing
address, we will ship the books to that address. If your mailing address is
different, just send us an e-mail at consortnew@aol.com and we will make the
adjustment.
You can also take advantage of this trilogy offer by mailing a check for $34 to
The Media Consortium; 2200 Wilson Blvd.; Suite 102-231; Arlington VA 22201. Or
you can use our PayPal account, “consortnew @ aol.com.” Just make sure you
include your mailing address in the message. (A portion of each sale will go to
support our investigative journalism.)
For U.S. orders of the trilogy, we will pay for the shipping. (Regrettably, this
three-book offer can only be made for the United States because of increased
international postal rates.)
Other ways to help:
If you purchase items through Amazon, you can go to AmazonSmile and select
Consortium for Independent Journalism as your preferred charity to receive a
fraction of each purchase that you make at Amazon at no extra cost to you.
You can donate stock or other equities, which can offer a tax advantage to you

if the stock has appreciated in value. If this stock-donation option appeals to
you, I suggest you discuss it with your broker and then contact me at
consortnew@aol.com for specific instructions on how to transfer the stock.
Again, thanks for your support and for making our 19 years of honest journalism
possible.
Robert Parry is a longtime investigative reporter who broke many of the IranContra stories for the Associated Press and Newsweek in the 1980s. He founded
Consortiumnews.com in 1995 to create an outlet for well-reported journalism that
was being squeezed out of an increasingly trivialized U.S. news media.

